The Easiest Way to Manage
Patients Records.
Clinic-OP is a patients records management system for medical
clinics.
Easily capture patient names and visits (In-patient and Outpatient) including treatment and payment information.
Analyze and generate reports using various criteria such as patient
sponsors, hospital admitted, etc.
Other features include Invoice and Statement processing,
Receipting, Transaction Tracking, etc.
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Patient’s Notes can be scanned and incorporated into the system
to form comprehensive and easily accessible patients records
Clinic-OP has been developed using the .Net technology from Microsoft and runs on Microsoft Windows XP or higher versions of
Microsoft Windows Operating systems.
Recommended Computer specifications are:
Pentium IV, 512MB RAM and higher.
Performance Information:
Clinic-OP does the following :




Accepts input of patients' names and verifies patient numbers to ensure integrity of input data.
Records details of the patient visits and the cases including
payment details.
Patients’ Notes can be scanned into the system to produce a
very detailed report of the particular patient.

Clinic-OP processes the entered data to produce :

Statements for sponsors/guarantors

Invoices for each patient with automatic calculation of the
amount due and the equivalent in words

Produce patients card as the patients a registered into the
system, even patient photos can be embedded to appear on
the cards.
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Drugs details for each patient can be entered into the system
including the laboratory results.
Query the system to give consolidated information of the
payment details for a particular period say a month.
Query the type of cases for the clinic for a particular period
say a year.

Other advantages.








Provides security and integrity of the patient data. The system
features inbuilt security to ensure that only authorized persons
have access to input data.
Data consistency and integrity .All activities performed on the
data (whether its editing existing data or addition of new
data) are updated in the entire system as necessary.
Clinic-OP performs automatic backup of the patient details
after every session. Backed up data may then transferred to
other media such as Compact Disks (CD-ROM) where it may
later be retrieved from when system restoration becomes
necessary.
An activity log to track the usage of the system
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